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CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED YOLO SUBBASIN GROUNDWATER

AUTHORITY

BACKGROUND

Water interests in the Yolo groundwater subbasin have been working together over the last
three years to develop an efficient and effective groundwater governance structure in order to
fully complywith and implement the basin-scale Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
(SGMA). The overarching principle behind our approach to regulation under SGMA is to
continue and extend the cooperative, collaborative approach practiced for the past three
decades by the Water Resources Association of Yolo County (WRA). The purpose of this white
paper is to explain in a concise manner the specific critical elements that are being proposed in
the formation of the Yolo Groundwater Authority (YGA).

History of WRA

The WRAwas established in 1993 to serve as a collaborative, consensus-based regional forum
to plan, coordinate, and facilitate solutions to water management issues in Yolo County. In
2007, the WRAdeveloped the Yolo Integrated Regional Water Management Plan (IRWMP),
which serves as the road map for water resource planning in the region and is a component of
the Westside-Sacramento IRWMP. The WRA has succeeded in securing millions of dollars of
funding for its member agencies in areas of water efficiency, groundwater management, water
quality, and environmental and recreational protection and enhancement.

Local implementation of the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
In 2014, the California Legislature and Governor Brown signed into legislation the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). This Legislation called for local management of
groundwater basins to achieve and ensure groundwater sustainability. From the beginning,
Yolo county interests have approached this implementation process in a collaborative fashion
that takes advantage of the existing relationships among the parties and the robust groundwater
monitoring network that has been in place for over 40 years. Recognizing and building on these
values, local Yolo subbasin eligible entities have achieved the following;

• Partnered with the Yolo County Farm Bureau to inform and educate the local landowners
and Cities about the Legislation ("Year of Groundwater").

• Submitted a basin boundary modification request to the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) to consolidate the original four Bulletin 118 groundwater subbasins

into a single Yolo Subbasin.

• Developed a conceptual governance structure to maintain governance and decision

making at the lowest (grassroots) level allowed by the Legislation while protecting and
preserving the autonomy and authorities of local agencies

• Collaborated in developing a single GSA for managing groundwater in the Yolo subbasin

in order to meet the June 30, ,2017 deadline.
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• Proposed a fee and voting structure for the GSA that attempts to equitably distribute the
roles and responsibilities of implementing agencies and interested parties.

• Planned on utilizing the GSA to write the Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) for the
Yolo subbasin in order to meet the January 1, 2022 deadline

The proposed approach provides economies of scale to all participants, honors our regional
community, recognizes the value of county partnerships, and creates shared accountability for
the shared water resources on which we all depend. The approach provides regulatory
coverage, presen/es local control, and serves as a leadership model in the state.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE YOLO GSA WORKING GROUP

I. JPA Formation

• The Yolo GSA Working Group recommends forming a new Joint Powers Authority to
serve as the Yolo Subbasin Groundwater Authority. The proposed boundary of the Yolo
Subbasin Groundwater Authority is shown in Attachment A.

II. VGA Governance Structure and Voting

• Use an equal partners approach, particularly during the formation of this management
structure, to help this subbasin-wide management agency be successful and result in the
multiple signatories feeling mutually respected by each other.

• Grant one voting board seat per signatory (both JPA + MOU)

III. YGA Fee Structure

• Adopt the fee schedule as shown in Attachment B to provide a budget for administration
and program development costs for the first two years of the YGA.

PROPOSED ENTITY STRUCTURE AND VOTING

Entity Structure

• While each eligible entity is entitled to form a GSA on its own, the intent behind a
Yolo-wide GSA is to build on the Water Resources Association's successful history
of collaborativeiy and cooperatively managing water resources.

• Each eligible entity desiring to participate will sign to form a Joint Exercise of Powers
Agreement (JPA), creating the YGA, a subbasin-wide management structure.

• Non-eligible entities are addressed separately, depending upon type of entity.

Non-eligible Entities

• Affiliated Parties are not eligible entities under the strict definition in Water Code §10724,
but do have water supply, water management or land use authority, and are invited to
sign MOUs with the JPA and have a voting board seat.
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o Current listed Affiliated Parties are: DC Davis, California American Water, and

the Colusa Drain Mutual Water Company
• Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation may elect to join the JPA or to sign an MOU with the JPA

and have a voting board seat.

• The "white areas" (see map in Attachment A) will be represented by an eligible entity (a
water district, reclamation district, or the county).

• The Yolo Bypass and Putah Creek areas managed by CDFW will be treated as "white
areas," at least at the outset of the GSA formation and GSP preparation process.

• Private pumpers will be represented through a voting seat appointed by the Farm

Bureau.

• Environmental concerns will be represented through a voting seat.
o The environmental seat is expected to represent environmental justice,

land-based, and ecosystem Issues.
o The structure for addressing fees/dues payment by the environmental seat still

needs to be decided upon.
o The process for determining the environmental seat is being developed; three

possible mechanisms are under consideration:

i. Ask the Yolo County HCP/NCCP to appoint the seat

11. Ask the Yolo County Resource Conservation District to appoint the seat

ill. Offer the seat as an open call to applicants, in a manner similar to city or

county commissions like the Planning Commission.

• The JPA may need to have a clause to determine who could be an additional Affiliated

Party, or have a voting seat on the board, unless this is covered already In Article 6 of

the JPA.

o Identify the Initial parties in the JPA.

o A possible governance process could include an application "test" for parties

applying for membership In the JPA and representation on the board.
o New members would need to be approved by a supennajority of the seated

board.

Re-opener Clause

• The JPA is being crafted to have a "re-opener" clause after two years, or the completion
of the initial phases of a Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP), whichever comes first.

• The reopener will allow voting and fee structures, along with any other relevant JPA
articles of formation, purpose or powers, to be revised or tuned according to the initial
findings of the GSP work, and/or changes to SGMA regulatory implementation.

Voting Issues

The main Issues requiring a vote are expected to be largely administrative. The focus will be on
budget, contracts, staffing, and general GSA liaison with other governmental agencies. In
addition, the Board will provide intra-management area support and coordination as well as
maintain the overall GSA data repository. For the most part, these votes will be based on a
majority basis, but all efforts for consensus-based decisions will be made.
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The overall scope and sustainability criteria for the GSA which include items such as rules,

regulations, ordinances, etc. will come before the Board as the need arises during the formative
first two years. These votes of the Board would require a two-thirds supermajority in order to

pass. As in the majority vote above, all efforts for consensus-based decisions will be made.

Other issues that would/could require a supermajority would/could be:

• Approval of the Authority's annual budget;

• Decisions related to the levying of taxes, assessments or property-related fees and

charges;

• Decisions related to the expenditure of funds by the Authority beyond expenditures

approved in the Authority's annual budget;

• Adoption of rules, regulations, policies, bylaws and procedures related to the function of

the Authority;

• Decisions related to the establishment of the Members' percentage obligations for

payment of the Authority's operating and administrative costs; and

• Approval of a GSP.

The voting Issue shall be subject to a re-opener after the establishment of the GSA and not later

than 2 years from that date. At that time, a more formal voting structural framework will be

established and approved by the whole GSA membership. Attachment C includes a list of ail

eligible entities, affiliated parties, and interested parties that have participated In the YGA JPA

process.

FEES FOR IMPLEMENTATION

For three decades, members of the WRA have paid dues to cover expenses associated with

collaboratively planning and managing water resources in Yolo County. The YGA proposes

continuing to collect dues, or fees, to collectively:

• Share the costs and achieve economies of scale through collaborating on expensive

water balance modeling and GSP preparation
o See spreadsheet of required GSP components (Attachment D)

• Plan for and assure the future resilience of our water resources, including:
o Stewardship for groundwater availability during periods when surface water

resources are limited

o Ability to collectively undertake development of new resources

• Pool resources to be poised to take advantage of cost-sharing grants for preparing and

implementing the GSP

While there is a large degree of uncertainty as to how much revenue will be needed in the first

two years of the YGAexistence, a budget of $400,000 to $500,000 per year for two years has
been proposed as a starting point. Approximately $100,000 per year will be needed for general
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administrative services (administrative support, office supplies, etc.), $100,000 per year will be
needed for general project management (Including maintaining and enhancing the existing
groundwater monitoring program), and $200,000 per year for GSP development. Attachment B
includes a table of proposed fees for entitles wishing to formally participate In the YGA JPA.

Fee Structure Rationale

• The proposed fee structure assumes a roughly 50/50 split between the Rural and Urban
Interests. Rural interests will be assessed approximately $0.50 per acre for land within
their service areas, while the Urban interests will be assessed a total of $200,000 in a

ratio roughly equivalent to their current WRA dues. The organizations without a defined
"GSA-boundary" such as the Yolo County Farm Bureau, the environmental interests, and

California American Water Company have their proposed fees listed.

• These initial costs are likely to be lower by obtaining grants. Two grants (USDA and
Stonn Water Planning) have already been secured in order to complete the water

balance requirements portion of the GSP, and the CA Department of Water Resources

has Indicated that the YGA is In a strong position to receive future grants.

• Regardless of the final fee schedule that will be adopted, there is unanimous support for

reopening the fee schedule within two years to review and adjust the fee schedule as

appropriate. That review and adjustment will include devising a method for collecting

fees going fonward that ties fees collection to some underlying use or performance basis

rationale.

• The re-opener clause will state that the review will happen within two years after

Agreement date (not starting in two years).

• Other fee mechanisms were considered, such as using acreage, population, extraction,
groundwater conditions, assessed valuation, a consensus process, or a combination of

the proceeding. Population and acreage statistics of Yolo County are included in

Attachment E.

Potential Costs for Developing an Independent GSA

It is generally recognized and accepted that a collaborative approach for forming a GSA is more
cost-effective than "going alone" in forming a GSA. Some example costs are listed here. An
additional cost estimate can be derived from the State Water Resources Control Board (State
Water Board) draft fee schedule for administering probationary basins. The State Water
Board's draft fee schedule information can be found in Attachment F.

• Other GSA cost examples:
o Solano JPA High Estimates

• GSA Management = $565,000
• GSP Development = $1.65M
• GSP Ongoing/Annual/5-Year updates = $550,000

o Solano Irrigation District (as single GSA) Estimates

• GSA Management = $50,000

• GSP Development = $500,000
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u GSP Ongoing / Annual / 5-Year updates = $160,000

Fox Canyon Groundwater Management Agency

• GSP Development within one year = $1M

Martis Valley Groundwater Basin

• GSP Development = $1M
Colusa County

• SGMA Implementation for first year = $800-$900,000 (studies to
characterize current conditions and relate to sustainabiiity indicators)
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

GSA - Groundwater Sustainabllity Agency

GSP - Groundwater Sustainability Plan

JPA - Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement

IVlOU - Memorandum of Understanding

SGIVIA - Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
WRA - Water Resources Association of Yolo County

YGA - Yolo Groundwater Authority

ATTACHMENTS

ATTACHMENT A: MAP OF PROPOSED YOLO SUBBASIN GROUNDWATER AUTHORITY

(YOLO SUBBASIN)

Attachment A includes a map of the proposed Yolo Subbasin Groundwater Authority boundary

along with the Yolo Subbasin extents, and a hyperlinl< to DWR's basin boundary website.

ATTACHMENT B: SPREADSHEET OF PROPOSED FEES

Attachment B includes a draft table of proposed fees for entities wishing to participate in the

YGA JPA.

ATTACHMENT C: LIST OF ELIGIBLE ENTITIES, AFFILIATED PARTIES, AND INTERESTED

PARTIES

Attachment C includes a draft list of all eligible entities, affiliated parties, and interested parties

that have participated in the YGA JPA process. Eligible entities are defined by SGMA as those

local governments that are eligible to independently apply for GSA status. Not all eligible

entities will choose to be a member of the YGA JPA. Affiliated parties include mutual water

companies, private utilities, and certain interested parties that wish to enter into an MOU with

the JPA that would allow them to have a voting seat on the Board of Directors. Interested

parties include those beneficial uses and users of groundwater listed In Water Code Section

10723.2.

ATTACHMENT D: MATRIX OF GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY PLAN COMPONENTS

Attachment D includes a draft summary table of DWR's GSP Emergency Regulations. Within
the table, draft information has been provided to estimate the level of effort, responsible parties,
and estimated associated cost.

ATTACHMENT E: YOLO COUNTY DEMOGRAPHICS AND ACREAGE

Attachment E includes draft information on Yolo County demographics and acreage; the
remainder will be developed in the near future.

ATTACHMENT F: STATE WATER BOARD DRAFT FEE SCHEDULE
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Attachment F includes information on the State Water Board's draft fee schedule for

administering basins that are probationary from lack of GSA coverage.
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ATTACHMENT A. MAP OF PROPOSED YOLO SUBBASIN GROUNDWATER AUTHORITY
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•

Current Annual WRA Dues

ity Contributions WRA GWM

ies 1 Base $ Dues Contribution Total

$40,000 $25,500 $8,126 $33,626

and $40,000 $25,500 $8,126 $33,626

iacramento $40,000 $25,500 $956 $26,456

'S $20,000 $6,660 $2,390 $9,050

$5,000 $0 $0 $0

$5,000 $0 $0 $0

$150,000 $83,160 $19,598 $102,758

ity Contributions WRA GWM

is ($0.50/acre) 0.5 Acres $ Dues Contribution Total

lood Control & VVCD 200,000 $100,000 $20,500 $49,936 $70,436

White Areas)* 160,000 $40,000 $25,000 $8,126 $33,126

)utions (White Areas)** 40,000 $20,000 $0 $0 $0

•utions from Rural Agencies*** $40,000 $0 $0 $0

ter District 10,700 $5,350 $2,020 $956 $2,976

23,200 $11,600 $7,575 $1,434 $9,009

18,000 $9,000 $7,575 $4,780 $12,355

9,400 $4,700 $0 $0 $0

461,300 $230,650 $62,670 $65,232 $127,902

is not $0.50/acre

ributions from private pun^pers currently residing in "vi/hite areas"

D 787, RD 2035, and YCFCWCD ($10k/ea)

ties with Board Voting Seats WRA GWM

1 Base $ Dues Contribution Total

California, Davis $40,000 $25,500 $4,780 $30,280

Vintun Nation $10,000 $0 $0 $0

Vlutual Water Company $10,000 $0 $0 $0

erican Water Company - Dunnigan $5,000 $0 $0 $0

arm Bureau $10,000 $0 $0 $0

i\ Party - TBD $0 $0 $0

1 $75,000 $25,500 $4,780 $30,280

Sub Total: $455,650 1

ises of new GSA and WRA combined entity Other Income

e $110,000 Associate Memberships $1,200
lentation Project Management $110,000 Interest Earned on bank accounts $650

i/ater Balances, GSP development) $110,000 Water Calendar Donations $3,200
'M sensors (6X) $80,000 Subsidence Monitoring $93,000

Coordinating Committee $20,000 SGMA Implementation $35,000

Subtotal: $133,050

s Totals $363,710

$430,000



ATTACHMENT C; LIST OF ELIGIBLE ENTITIES. AFFILIATED PARTIES. AND INTERESTED

PARTIES

LIST OF ELIGIBLE ENTITIES AND AFFILIATED PARTIES

Eligible Entitles

City of Davis

City of West Sacramento

City ofWinters

City of Woodland

Dunnigan Water District

Esparto CSD

Madison CSD

Reclamation District (RD) 108

RD 787

RD 2035

Yolo County

Yoio County Flood Control &Water Conservation District

Affiliated Parties

California American Water Company -- Dunnigan

Colusa Drain Mutual Water Company

Environmental Party"

University of California, Davis

Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation

Yolo County Farm Bureau
*To be determined.



Eligible Entities Potentially Not Interested

Cacheville Community Service District (CSD)

Colusa Basin Drainage District

Knights Landing CSD

Knights Landing Drainage District*"

North DeltaWaterAgency

RD 537

RD 730

RD 765

RD 785

RD 827

RD 900

RD 827

RD 1600

Yoio County Housing Authority*"

Woodland Davis Clean Water Agency"*

'Eligible entity, but likely notto participate because of redundancy

INTERESTED PARTIES

Beneficial Uses and Users of Groundwater (SGMA Section 10723.2)

Holders of overiylng groundwaterrights

Municipal well operators

Public watersystems

Local land use planning agencies

Environmental users ofgroundwater

Surfacewaterusers, ifthere is a hydrologic connection between surfaceand groundwater
bodies.

Thefederal government, including the military and managers offederal lands.

California Native American tribes

Disadvantaged communities, including thoseserved byprivate domestic wells orsmall
community watersystems.

Entities listed in Section 10927 ofSGMA thatare monitoring and reporting groundwater
elevations in all ora part ofa groundwater basin managed by thegroundwater sustainability
agency.



ustainable groundwater management as the "management and use of groundwater in a manner that can be maintained during thi

7horizon without causing undesirable results".

suits are defined in SGMA and summarized as any of the following effects caused by groundwater conditions occurring throughout

: lowering of groundwater levels indicating a significant and unreasonable depletion of supply

ant and unreasonable reduction of groundwater storage

ant and unreasonable seawater intrusion

ant and unreasonable degraded water quality

ant and unreasonable land subsidence

!water depletions that have significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water

ndicator: refers to any of the effects caused by groundwater conditions occurring through the basin that, when significant and unn

ble results, as described in Water Code Section 10721(x).
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Fthe basin (density of wells/mi^)
tion of existing water resource and mgt. programs and land use elements

(1) Primarily consultants

nication section

s decision-making process

ngagement opportunities

public process

(1) Primarily staff

cand structural setting of the basin
basin boundaries

le bottom of the basin

il aquifers and aqultards
jphic information

geology
racteristics

tion of existing recharge areas
int surface water bodies

and point of delivery for imported water supplies

(2) Staff and consultants

/ation data {flow directions, lat/vert gradients, and regional pumping patterns)
if annual and cumulative change in stored GW volume
2r intrusion

water quality issues
total, and annual rate of land subsidence

:erconnected SW systems, estimated quantity, and timing of system depletions
V dependent ecosystems

mi) Staff and consultants

dng and assessment of total annual GW volume and surface water in/out of basin
eof sustainable yield
y current, historical, and projected water budget

(3) Primarily consultants

for creation of and map delineating each MA
m Thresholds (MT) and Measurable Objectives (MO) established for each MA
Monitoring and Analysis appropriate for each MA

tion of how MAcan operate under diff MTand MO without causing Undesirable Results outside the MA

(2) Management level staff

jblllty Goal, Undesirable Results, MT, and MO for each applicable sustainability indicator over the 20-year Plan
entation

;ed by basin conditions, basin setting, and maps

(2)/(3) Staff and consultants

) network for collecting sufficient data to demonstrate short-term, seasonal, and long-term trends in groundwater and
surface conditions

' changes in groundwater conditions relative to MO and MT
>trate progress toward achieving MO and evaluate sustainability indicator and undesirable results
' impacts to the beneficial uses and users

c rationale for the monitoring site selection process
tion of assessment and improvement of monitoring network (in GSP and 5-year assessment reports) - data gaps, local
nd circumstances that limit or prevent monitoring

(l)/(2) Staff and consultants

each MO and Implemented to achieve sustainability goal
status, benefits, and cost of each project and management action

(l)/(2) Staff, farmers, and local

knowledge



ATTACHMENT E. YOLO COUNTY DEMOGRAPHICS AND ACREAGE - DRAFT
INFORMATION: WILL CONTINUE TO BE DEVELOPED

Yolo County Demographics and Acreage

• 650,000 acres (1,021 sq. mi / 653,549 acres)
o Could have table here of eligible entities and affiliated parties by acreage

• 225,000 people

Population Distribution

Table 1. Total Population by City

Jurisdiction Population
e»Unincorporat

County

12K

Oty of Woodland

29%

atro*OmA
32%

City of Davis 66,656

City of West Sacramento 50.836

City of Winters 6,979

City of Woodland 57.223

Unincorporated County 24,687

Total Population 206,381

(Acreage will continue to be developed)

LIST OF ELIGIBLE ENTITIES AND AFFILIATED PARTIES

vptyof WMefS CttyofWest
Sacrament

25*

Eligible Entities Acreage

City of Davis 7,669

City ofWestSacramento 14,618

City ofWinters 1,504

City of Woodland 10,017

Dunnigan Water District 10,875

Esparto CSD 530

Madison CSD 62

Reclamation District (RD) 108 23,663

RD 787 9,764

RD2035 21,099

Yolo County 656,989

Yolo County Flood Control &Water Conservation District 193,563

Affiliated Parties

California American WaterCompany - Dunnigan

Colusa Drain Mutual Water Company

Environmental Party

University of California, Davis

Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation

Acreage

Figure 2 Percent of Population by City



Yolo County Farm Bureau

Eligible Entities Potentially NotInterested Acreage
Cacheville Community Service District
(CSD)

Coiusa Basin Drainage District

Knights Landing CSD

Knights Landing Drainage District***

North DeltaWaterAgency

RD 537

RD 730

RD765

RD 785

RD 827

RD 900

RD 827

RD1600

Yolo County Housing Authority***

Woodland Davis Clean Water Agency***

***Eligible entity, but likely notto participate because ofredundancy



ATTACHMENT F: STATE WATER BOARD DRAFT FEE SCHEDULE

Proposed Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) Fee Schedule

INTRODUCTION

The State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) is conducting a series of stakeholder

meetings throughout summer and fall 2016 to assist in the development of a groundvi/ater extraction

reporting fee schedule, as required by the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA).The

objectives of the stakeholder meetings are as follows:

• Engage stakeholders in the SGMA fee schedule development process.

• Explain issues considered in drafting the proposed fee schedule.

• Gain a better understanding of stakeholder interests and concerns.

Following the stakeholder meetings. State Water Board staff will develop and release a draft fee schedule

emergency regulation for public comment and hold at least one public meeting to receive public comment

on the draft emergency regulation. The State Water Board will consider adoption of the proposed fee

schedule emergency regulation in spring 2017. The fee schedule must be effective by July 1, 2017.

BACKGROUND

SGMA requires the formation of local groundwater sustainability agencies (GSAs) In California's high- and

medium-priority groundwater basins. Sustainability agencies are required to develop groundwater

sustainability plans that will bring basins into sustainability within 20 years of plan implementation. If locals

are unable or unwilling to sustainably manage their basin, the State Water Board is authorized to intervene.

State intervention can only be triggered by one of the following events:

Date Trigger

July 1, 2017 Failure to form a GSA.

January 31,2020
Failure to adopt and/or adequately implement a groundwater sustainability plan for
a basin in a critical condition of overdraft.

January 31,2022
Failure to adopt and/or adequately implement a groundwater sustainability plan in
all other high- or medium-priority basins.

January 31, 2025
There are significant depletions of interconnected surface waters and
the sustainability plan Is not being implemented adequately.

STATE WATER BOARD FEE AUTHORITY

Portions of basins that are not within the management area of a GSA by July 1, 2017, are considered

unmanaged areas. Groundwater extractors in unmanaged areas are required to file an annual groundwater

extraction report with the State Water Board. (Wat. Code §5202, subd. (a)(2).) If locals fail to form a GSA, fail

to develop an adequate sustainability plan, or fail to implement the plan adequately (based on the deadlines

outlined above), the State Water Board may designate the basin as probationary and step in to directly

manage groundwater extractions in the basin. (Wat. Code §§ 10735.2 & 10735.8.) All extractors in a

probationary basin are required to submit an annual groundwater extraction report, although the State Water

Board has discretion to exempt certain probationary extractors from reporting if appropriate. (Wat. Code

§5202(a)(l).) Each annual extraction report must be accompanied by a fee to cover associated programmatic

costs. (Wat. Code §§ 1529.5 & 5202, subd. (f).)

The State Water Board is required to adopt, by emergency regulation, a fee schedule to cover SGMA-related

costs. (Wat. Code §1530.) The emergency regulation format allows the State Water Board to update Pagelof4



the fee schedule annually to reflect changing conditions and programmatic costs. It also important to note that
the fees described below will not be applicable if local implementation of SGMA is successful.

PROPOSED FEE SCHEDULE

There are three "levels" of State Water Board intervention, each level is associated with greater

-staff workloads and associated costs. - — -

1.

2.

3.

Unmanaged Area Intervention. Unmanaged areas are portions of basins that are outside of a GSA
service area. Groundwater extractors in unmanaged areas are required to submit an annual report to

the State Water Board detailing monthly groundwater extraction volumes, place of use, and purpose
of use, and may be required to submit other information necessary to evaluate the basin.
Probationary Basin Intervention. A probationary basin is a basin that the State Water Board has
designated to be probationary in accordance with the procedures described in Chapter 11 of

SGMA. (Wat. Code §10735, et. seq.) The State Water Board will evaluate conditions in the basin

and may designate the basin once one of the probationary triggers described by Water Code
section 10735.2 has occurred. Probationary status will result in an increased amount of staff

activities as solutions to deficiencies in basin management are developed or additional information
necessary for basin management is acquired.

Interim Plan Intervention. The State Water Board may need to manage groundwater conditions in a

probationary basin if the deficiencies that resulted in probation are not corrected. In such a scenario,
the State Water Board will develop and implement an interim plan to manage groundwater
extractions. (Wat. Code §10735.8.) The development and implementation of interim plans will require
significant staff time, in addition to technical studies or data collection performed under contract.

The draft fee schedule ties the fees to the type of Board activity occurring in the basin, as follows:

Fee Category Applicable Parties - Reporting Extractors Fee Amount

Base Filing Fee'®' Any extractor submitting an extraction report $100 per well

Fees based on Intervention status^®^

1. Unmanaged

Area Rate
Extractors in an unmanaged area.

$10 per acre-foot per year,
if metered

$25 per acre-foot per year,
if unmetered

2. Probationary

Basin Rate
Extractors in a probationary basin. $40 per acre-foot per year

3. Interim

Plan Rate

Extractors in a probationary basin after the time
period identified by § 10735.4 or § 10735.6

(180 days or one year, accordingly).
$55 per acre-foot per year

Fees independent of Intervention status'"*^

Late Fee Extractors that do not file reports by the due date.
25% of total fee amount,

accrued monthly

Special

Studies Fee

May apply to extractors when basln-specific special studies are required and the
probationary or interim plan rates are insufficient. The additional cost of

developing special technical studies such as groundwater investigations or
modeling will be apportioned to extractors based on volume of water extracted.

(a) Can apply to de minimis extractors in probationary basins at the Board's discretion.
(b) These fees are paid in addition to the "Fees based on Intervention status.
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CHALLENGES TO DEVELOPING THE SGMA FEE SCHEDULE

There are two primary challenges in developing the SGMA fee schedule that create difficulties in anticipating

programmatic costs: 1) uncertainty regarding the number and scope of unmanaged areas and probationary
basins, and 2) the level of reporting compliance.

1) Staff workload, and resulting fees, are contingent on the number and scope of unmanaged areas and

probationary basins. However, at this time there Is significant uncertainty regarding the number and

scope of unmanaged areas and probationary basins. In addition, the State Water Board's authority to

designate probationary basins Is phased In over a 10-year period and is ongoing from that point forward.
Because the Board cannot pre-determlne the number of unmanaged areas and probationary basins, It

must rely on estimating the level of program activities.

2) State Water Board staff anticipate 30 to 50 percent reporting and fee submlttal compliance in the first year

of collecting fees; 50 to 60 percent in the second year; and 70 to 80 percent through year five. This

anticipated compliance rate Is applicable to the total number of extractors that must report, not the

number of basins or areas generally in compliance with SGMA deadlines. SGMA authorizes the State Water

Board to recover costs over a period of years, which will allow staff to create a workload history to better
estimate future fees.

As a note, although there Is uncertainty regarding the magnitude of program actions, the nature of the

emergency regulations allows the State Water Board to update its fee schedule as the challenges

described above are better understood over time.

DISCUSSION ON PROPOSED FEE CATEGORIES

The following questions are aimed at focusing Input on elements of the draft fee schedule.

Establishing the Fee Structure

1. What are other options the State Water Board should consider? Examples Include a cap on the

maximum fee amount, a larger base fee, or tiered rates.

2. Is it appropriate to scale the fees based on volumes of water used? Examples of other options Include

scaling by Irrigated acreage, service area size, or crop type.

Incorporating Incentives

1. Will the late fee Incentivize report submlttal compliance?

2. Are there are other Incentives the State Water Board should consider?

3. Will the metering discount for unmanaged areas Incentivize more accurate data reporting?

Fee Stability

1. Is it appropriate to apply the Special Studies Fee to Individual basins?

2. Do you have suggestions on how the State Water Board can recover programmatic costs

resulting from activities in specific basins during probationary or interim plan periods?
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION AND CLARIFICATIONS

Fee Example Scenarios

1. The following table provides examples of how the proposed probationary fee rates for eight hypothetical
farms would approximately relate to a fee based on irrigated acreage:

Crop
Irrigated
Acreage

Acre Feet of Water Applied
Annually Per Acre (DWRcb)}

Probationary Rate
Cost per

Acre

Total

Cost

Alfalfa 150 5.05 $40 $202 $30,300

Almonds 150 3.54 $40 $142 $21,240

Corn 150 2.83 $40 $113 $16,980

Cotton 150 3.09 $40 $124 $18,540

Grapes 150 1.86 $40 $74 $11,160

Misc. Fruit Trees 150 3.3 $40 $132 $19,800

Pistachios 150 3.54 $40 $142 $21,240

Rice 150 4.56 $40 $182 $27,360

(b) State-wide averages. Departmentof Water Resources. Agricultural Land and Water Use Estimates, 2010

2. The following table provides examples of how the proposed probationary fee rates would apply to a
municipal water supplier and industrial user:

Purpose of Use Example Volume Probationary Rate Total Cost

Municipal Water Supply 3,600 acre-feet $40 $144,000

Semiconductor Factory (Industrial) 5,200 acre-feet $40 $208,000

De Minimis Extractors

Water Code Section 10721, subdivision (e), defines a de minimis extractor as "a person who extracts, for

domestic purposes, two-acre feet or less per year." Aperson who extracts two acre-feet or less per year for a
non-domestic purpose will not be considered a de minimis extractor. Domestic purposes do not include

growing commercial crops or supporting commercial livestock. De minimis users are exempt from reporting in
unmanaged areas. However Water Code Section 10735.2, subdivision (c)(2), authorizes the State Water Board

to require de minimis extractors to report in a probationary basin if necessary. De minimis extractors that are

required to report in a probationary basin will only pay the base filing fee and, if applicable, the late fee, but

will not pay a per acre-foot rate.

Interim Plans and Groundwater Sustainabilitv Plans

State intervention is intended to be a temporary measure to address conditions of long-term overdraft or
significant depletions of interconnected surface waters. An interim plan is not intended for permanent
management of a basin. Local efforts to address the deficiencies that caused state intervention will need to be

funded by local agencies while groundwater extractors are also paying intervention fees to the State Water
Board, likely resulting in the potential scenario of extractors paying both local and state fees.

State Water Board Flexibility during Intervention

SGMA provides the State Water Board flexibility in how intervention proceeds in three important ways:
1. Areas in compliance with the sustainability goal will be excluded from probation. (Wat. Code §10735.2,

subd. (e).);

2. Extractors may be exempted from probationary reporting and related fees if appropriate. (Wat. Code

§10735.2, subd. (c).); and

3. Successful elements of a GSP will be incorporated into an interim plan. (Wat. Code §10735.8, subd. (e).)
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